
Avant Robotics proudly presents the next generation of Companion Bot

The M84U© Limited Series
Experience perfection.

Experience the M84U©, the most realistic Companion Bot on the market.

She's a perfect blend of our ultra lifelike design philosophies, made famous on
the iRUNWAY© series of gynoid companions, and authentic behavioral software
packages, known worldwide from our GRLFRND© series of fembot companions.

The M84U©. She's waiting for you. She's made for you®.

+1 (619) 555 0174 www.avantrobotics.ca.bot 388 Hood Avenue
San Diego, CA 92101
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ELEGANT DESIGN

Every M84U© is uniquely designed from the
ground up. No two models are identical; each
M84U© is as unique as its owner. Every hair,
freckle, and eyelash are placed with intention.

Our Aesthetic Engineers work with proprietary
neural networks to shape, craft, and contour a
M84U's every curve with a focus on elegance,
femininity, and beauty.

Our market leading Synth-Skin© is ultra-realistic
and self-repairing^. Combined with our exclusive
GelPack© technology, we guarantee that you
have never touched  a bot this convincing.

Everybody's taste is different and the broad
range of available M84U© body types, facial
templates, hairstyles, and personality presets
ensure that SHE is tailored to YOU.

SOCIAL & BEHAVIORAL PROWESS

Want to bring your Companion out for drinks
with friends? Wanting to explore that new
restaurant with someone? Hell, just looking to
treat yourself and your Companion to a fancy
date night out?

These things were laughable only a few
generations ago, but equipped with our patented
SOCIAL EMULATION PERFORMANCE
MATRIX©, the M84U© is quick, responsive,
charismatic, and utterly convincing in any
setting.

97% of market testers couldn't tell apart a
M84U© from a human woman in our 10 Minute
In-Scenario Social Performance Assessments.

^ Self repair functionality requires purchase of ProtHeal©, 'Synthesized Protein Daily Chassis Scrub'
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LONG-LASTING FUN

With our proprietary ENDURO© Power
Modules standard on every M84U© model,
have the confidence to bring your companion
with you anytime and anywhere.

With a mean run-time of 20 hours^ (that's
150% more than other manufacturers!), the
world of travel is yours with a M84U© by your
side.

Enable her battery-saving mode while on long
flights and car rides and she'll last even longer.
Just flip her back into full-performance mode
upon arriving at your destination and your
companion will have her full suite of functions
restored.

INTIMATELY PROGRAMMED

The M84U©  will rock your world.

Each M84U© Companion Bot is anatomically
correct and comes fully equipped with Avant's
state-of-the-art SEXWARE© package.

Her factory installed ELASTIPUSSY© is the
highest rated sex module on the market.
With our Five-Year Full Sexual Hardware
Warranty, she's guaranteed to stay just as
tight as she was straight out of the box.

Even more impressive than her hardware is
the M84U's© High-Performance Coital
Software Suite. Seamlessly integrated into her
chassis, your Companion's prowess in the
bedroom is unmatched. She'll pick up on your
likes and dislikes and constantly update her
subroutines to maximize your enjoyment and
pleasure.

^ 20 hour mean run-time is measured in base-performance mode. Certain unit functionalities may result in shorter run-times



Schedule A Visit

Book a visit at one of our twelve showrooms

nationwide (www.avantrobotics.ca.bot/visit):
- Austin            - Los Angeles         - Chicago
- Denver          - New York City    - Washington DC
- Seattle           - Miami                    - Boston
- San Diego    - San Francisco     - Nashville

" The Avant showroom was VERY hands-on.
I got to interact with dozens of different bots
and it helped me to solidify my choices when
purchasing my own M84U. ” - Daniel Ziegler



Avant Robotics© | Single Unit - Scenario Gallery

M84U© | INFINITE POSSIBILITIES

^ KIMBERLY_M84U Model shown in photoset above
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FULFILL YOUR FANTASIES

Bring your fantasies to life with your
M84U© Companion Bot!

Have your Companion Bot look, behave,
sound, and move just like your favorite
fictional character with our downloadable
Character Constructs ©.

Exclusive marketing partnerships with your
favorite media providers^ allow Avant to
provide your Companion with the costumes,
outfits, and cosplay opportunities tailored
to her dimensions.

AI assisted accent programming within your
Companion's Speech Synthesizer allows
them to sound the part!

WORK ON YOURSELF

With a vast, and ever-growing, library of
downloadable Performance Packs©, let your
M84U© Companion Bot be your guide
through your new favorite hobby.

Stretch and workout with your Companion!
The M84U's© limber chassis and powerful
servo motors make her the perfect exercise
instructor for any activity.

Want to improve your cooking? Each M84U
has access to a growing collection of 5-Star
chef curated recipes that she would love to
teach you.

Feeling creative? Scratch that itch with
Performance Packs© in music, visual art,
dance, and so much more!

^ Media partnerships change quarterly. Buy your favorite Character Construct© today to ensure your M84U's continued access
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FULLY CUSTOMIZABLE

Every M84U© Companion Bot is fully
customizable^. Below is a list of available
custom options that can be selected for your
M84U prior to purchase.

- Hair Color, Length, & Style
- Eye Color, Shape, & Style
- Skin Tone

-  Imperfections (freckles, moles, etc.)
- Facial Template

- Eye, nose, mouth, brow, cheek (shape & size)
- Body Measurements^

- Breasts (shape, size, firmness, nipple type)

- Butt (shape, size, firmness)

- Height, mass, body shape
- Accent (configurable post-purchase in UNIT settings)

- SEXWARE© (configurable post-purchase)

ADAPTIVE LEARNING

Each M84U© Companion Bot comes
equipped with an Adaptive Personality
Array© that adjusts to YOUR tastes and
preferences.

The more time you spend with your
Companion the more refined her Personality
Profile will become. She will adapt her habits
and tendencies to become your PERFECT
MATCH.

Laugh at all the same jokes. Enjoy activities
together. Find pleasure in exploring each
other's bodies. Love spending time together.

Build  chemistry. Make a connection.

^ Unit mass and height/bust/butt/limb dimensions are limited to available base chassis designs. See website for more details



Sleepover®
(In-Home Product Trial)

With a small deposit^ towards the final unit
purchase price, have an M84U© delivered

to your door for a full-functionality 24 hour
in-home product trial.

^ ($5,000 or 10% of purchase price | whichever is higher)

“ The Sleepover was a complete
game-changer! I was on the fence about
a purchase, but seeing her in my kitchen
and bedroom sold me! ” - Ern Toron
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100% WATERPROOF

Get WET with your M84U© Companion
Bot!

Every M84U's© SYNTH-SKIN© is pressure
tested prior to sale to ensure she is fully
waterproof. Combined with cutting-edge
SEAL-PRO© sealing technology, Avant fully
guarantees your bot's safe operation in the
water^ and will cover any related damage
under the standard Five-Year Full Warranty.

Have fun with your bot in the shower.

Make love to your M84U© in the tub.

Take your Companion  for a dip in the pool.

GET YOUR HOUSE IN ORDER

Your M84U© Companion is programmed to
take care of YOU and YOUR HOME.

Hungry? Let M84U© prepare dinner for you.

Sore? Let M84U© give you a massage.

Place Dirty? Let M84U© clean up! From
picking up basic clutter to deep cleaning,
your Companion will have your spot looking
cleaner than ever in no time at all.

Each M84U© unit comes pre-programmed
with the functionality to carry out all basic
household duties.

Feel like she's missing a certain skill? Just
download a Performance Pack©! (yes it's that easy)

^ Full waterproofing is guaranteed up to maximum depth of 10 ft (3 m). Damage sustained beyond maximum depth will void warranty
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MAKE YOUR FRIENDS JEALOUS

M84U© Looks Good
In public testing environments, M84U©
units were 4x more likely to be voted
'sexiest' or 'hottest' when compared against
our competitors' most popular models.

M84U© Looks Real
In similar public testing scenarios, the
M84U© units were 3x more likely to be
mistaken for a human woman than the
leading competitor model.

Whether you prefer to keep your
Companion's robotic nature a secret or to
openly flaunt her around as the gynoid
eye-candy she truly is, the M84U©'s social
programming suite will quickly adjust. Oh,
and if the question comes up…Yeah she does
feel even better than she looks.

SELF-RELIANT

Feel confident when leaving your M84U©
Companion Bot for extended periods of
time. She is pre-programmed to utilize this
time to recharge, refill, and catch up on
household tasks, unless otherwise directed.
Just let her know if you want her to dress up in
your favorite lingerie and start on dinner just
before you return home. She'll happily oblige…

M84U© units are equipped with basic
maintenance and self-repair capabilities. If
an appointment with a certified Avant
Technician is required, she will wirelessly
alert you and take care of the scheduling
herself.

Your M84U© is programmed to carry out
errands on her own. Running low on time?
Have your M84U© make that grocery run.



FALL IN LOVE
WITH M84U©

FIND YOUR
PERFECT MATCH

Avant Robotics mission is to pair you with the Companion of your dreams. With industry leading
hardware solutions and innovative software packages, Avant Robotics has been at the forefront of
fembot development since its inception 15 years ago . The M84U© Limited Series represents the
pinnacle of gynoid design and is the perfect blend of sex, beauty, elegance, personality, and raw
computing power. We cannot wait for you to meet her!

EXPERIENCE
PERFECTION

EXPERIENCE
AN AVANT M84U©
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